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Short Answer Questions in Anaesthesia: How to Manage the Answers (Greenwich Medical Media)Oxford University Press, 1997

	This book is designed to prepare the resident anesthesiologist or medical student for a number of clinical exams. It gives practical tips on examination technique and covers the syllabus, providing guidelines to the main elements of each question and notes containing the essential knowledge required.
...

		

RF Microelectronics (Communications Engineering and Emerging Technologies Series)Prentice Hall, 1997
The annual worldwide sales of cellular phones has exceeded $2.5B. With 4.5 million customers, home satellite networks comprise a $2.5B industry. The global positioning system is expected to become a $5B market by the year 2000. In Europe, the sales of equipment and services for mobile communications will reach $30B by 1998. The statistics are...

		

The Java(TM) 3D API SpecificationAddison Wesley, 1997
The Java 3D API, an exciting new part of the JavaMedia suite of   APIs, enables the creation of three-dimensional graphics applications   and Internet-based 3D applets. It gives developers high-level   constructs for creating and manipulating 3D geometry and for building   the structures used in rendering that geometry.  With Java 3D,   developers...





		

Patterns, Models, and Application Development: A C++ Programmer's ReferenceCRC Press, 1997
This book is about object-oriented programming in C++ on the Personal Computer. It is also about program development by a smaller sized programming team. The contents include topics related to software engineering, to object orientation, to systems analysis and design, to patterns and models, and to C++ programming. Although the material sometimes...

		

Windows Assembly Language & Systems Programming: 16- And 32-Bit Low-Level Programming for the PC and WindowsCMP Books, 1997

	Provides Windows programmers with details of and deep insights into the inner system functions of Microsoft Windows Essential for Win95 and other advanced Windows programmers Ideal for software developers who are moving applications from Windows 3.x t o Windows 95 Includes disk of example programs, source code, documentation, and...


		

Teach Yourself Borland C++ Builder in 14 DaysSams Publishing, 1997

	By now you know that C++Builder is Borland’s hot new rapid application development (RAD) product for writing C++ applications. With C++Builder you can write C++ Windows programs more quickly and more easily than was ever possible before. You can create Win32 console applications or Win32 GUI (graphical user interface) programs. When...






		

Dan Appleman's Developing Activex Components With Visual Basic 5.0: A Guide to the PerplexedZiff Davis, 1997
With the release of version 5, VB programmers can finally create ActiveX controls without resorting to C++. And when the manual can't help, turn to VB master Dan Appleman, who can. In this well-designed guide, you'll find a serious review of all the key technology-from beginning OLE fundamentals to the latest in ActiveX component, ActiveX control,...

		

Law of Financial SuccessKessinger Publishing, 1997
1907. Contents: Money; Mental attitude; Fear and worry; Faith; Latent powers; Ambition; Desire; Will power; Auto-suggestion; Harmony; Creation; Concentration; Persistence; Habit; Claiming your own; Making money.     

       There is no idea that seems so much misunderstood as this idea of "Money." On the one hand we find many...

		

Mind Design II: Philosophy, Psychology, and Artificial IntelligenceMIT Press, 1997
"Ming Design II is a welcome update of its predecessor, itself a  useful compendium on the philosophy of cognitive science. This new  volume retains the intellectual foundations, and some discussions of  classical AI built on them, while adding connectionism, situated AI, and  dynamic systems theory as extra storeys. Which of these is...





		

Digital Signal Processing Demystified (Engineering Mentor Series)Newnes, 1997
James D. Broesch is a staff engineer for General Atomics, where he is responsible for the design and development of several advanced control systems used on fusion control programs. He also teaches classes in signal processing and hardware design at the University of California-San Diego.                                       
...

		

sed & awk (2nd Edition)O'Reilly, 1997
The book begins with an overview and a tutorial that demonstrate a progression in functionality from grep to sed to awk. sed and awk share a similar command-line syntax, accepting user instructions in the form of a script. Because all three programs use UNIX regular expressions, an entire chapter is devoted to understanding UNIX regular expression...

		

Teach Yourself Cobol in 21 Days (Sams Teach Yourself)Sams Publishing, 1997
Sams Teach Yourself COBOL in 21 Days provides the necessary information needed to successfully enter the next century. . You'll find complete coverage of the syntax, standards, and programming of COBOL-putting you on the right track to the Year 2000  With the help of a programming expert, you will  master the features of COBOL and learn to update...
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